ContExtended Questions (CEQ) to Teach and Assess Clinical Reasoning: A New Variant of F-Type Testlets
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Abstract: This study introduces ContExtended Questions (CEQ), which is a tool both to teach and assess clinical reasoning particularly in the preclinical years, and the web-based program to implement. CEQ consists of text-based case-based multiple-choice questions that provide patient data in a fixed and predetermined sequence. It enables the examinees to develop and reshape their illness scripts by using feedback after every question. Feedback operates to transform the examinee’s failure into a “productive failure”. The preliminary results of the randomized controlled experiment of teaching clinical reasoning to preclinical students through CEQ is quite satisfactory. In the medical education literature, this would be the first time that students, who have no or very limited clinical experience, developed their illness scripts just by taking formative multiple-choice tests. The approach would be named “test-only learning”. The complete results of the experiment and then more experiments in other contexts and domains are necessary to establish a more powerful assessment tool and software. Furthermore, by changing the content of the questions, it is possible to use CEQ in every period of medical education and health professions education.
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1. Introduction

Clinical reasoning is a cognitive process that is carried out by physicians during decision-making on the management of patients. It is an essential but not a generic skill that can be learned to apply in all clinical domains (1). According to script theory and illness scripts, learners develop the skill in a form of scripts as they gain experience about the clinical problems (2). In clinical years of undergraduate medical education, medical students could find an abundant number of opportunities to develop and reshape their illness scripts by dealing with patients in the clinical environments. Preclinical students, however, may not find enough opportunity to get ready for the clinical years, especially if the program is not well-integrated vertically. To teach clinical reasoning to undergraduate students in their first years, providing them “prototypal presentations of common diseases” is recommended (3). The most common way of teaching clinical reasoning for the preclinical years is case-based discussions (4). A well-established method with more than thirty years of implementation is Case-
Based Clinical Reasoning Education (5) but it necessitates coaching in small groups that creates huge time cost to faculties (5). There is a need for a more efficient method that needs less human resources and time.

The aim of this paper is to present a novel electronic formative assessment tool to teach clinical reasoning to the students who have no or limited experience with real patients: ContExtended Questions (CEQ).

2. The Structure of ContExtended Questions

The structure of ContExtended Questions is as follows:

1. A brief (ill-defined/no more than two sentences) introduction to the clinical case: What is the main problem or symptom, and where is the problem or symptom being evaluated?
2. Stem of the question.
3. Correct options and distractors (correct +, distractor -, inert 0 point; sum of them is 0 point).
4. Examinees choose as many options as they want.
5. Feedback that consists of:
   1. the points of the options,
   2. the score of the examinee in the question,
   3. open-ended, no more than two-paragraphs-long text that explains why the correct options are correct and the distractors are not.
6. The next part of the case.
7. Stem of the question.
8. Correct options and distractors (correct +, distractor -, inert 0 point; sum of them is 0 point).
9. Examinees choose as much options as they want.
10. Feedback that consists of:
    1. the points of the options,
    2. the score of the examinee in the question,
    3. open-ended, no more than two-paragraphs-long text that explains why the correct options are correct and the distractors are not.
11. Repeat 6-10 as much as subject matter experts need.
12. Repeat 1-10 until the required number of cases are reached for the exam.
13. Provide standardized total score of the examinee as a feedback.
14. Provide all of the questions, options, answers, scores, and feedback to the examinee.

An example of the process from the examinee’s perspective is provided in Figure 1. The first and last parts of a case, questions, and feedback of them from the examinee’s perspective are provided in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Feedback that is located at the right-half of Figure 2 and Figure 3 consists of a) points of the options, b) the score of the examinee from the question, and c) open-ended feedback, from top to bottom. Figure 4 shows the logo of CEQ.
Figure 1. The path of every examinee consists of 8 questions nested in 2 cases

Figure 2. The first part of a case, first question, and its feedback screen.
3. Method (The Theory Behind and the Roots of ContExtended Questions)

ContExtended Questions (CEQ) is developed to teach and assess clinical reasoning. It is developed based on a) script theory (6), b) illness scripts (2), and c) F-type testlets (7-8). The inspiration to embarking on developing ContExtended Questions has come from the case-based exam that was put forward by Durak et al. (9) that do not use any electronic system to carry out this exam (9).

According to script theory, as the clinical experience related to a disease increases, the illness script of the disease should be more robust (2). The evidence
shows that medical experts have no advanced memory but they have well-organized illness scripts that are a result of clinical experiences (11). Practice with cases and corrective feedback is among the effective strategies to teach clinical reasoning (3). CEQ is designed to allow students to gain clinical experience by solving the text-based simulated cases repeatedly through testlets so that they develop their illness scripts.

Multiple-choice questions that are linked to each other and nested in cases are called “context-dependent item” or “testlet” (12). CEQ could be considered as a hybrid of patient management problems and extended matching questions. It could be seen as a version of F-type testlets (8). There is strong evidence that shows context-dependent questions are prone to assess higher levels of cognitive skills such as clinical reasoning (13). Therefore, CEQ is designed to include the whole process related to patient management (history, physical examination, laboratory and screening, diagnosis, treatment, follow-up) to reflect the whole context as much as possible. Since context has high importance in the tool and its options similar to extended matching questions, the assessment tool we developed is named “ContExtended Questions”.

CEQ is composed of multiple-choice questions instead of open-ended questions since multiple-choice questions a) allow us to carry out more objective assessment (14), b) enable us to reach higher levels of reliability (14), and c) are useful to assess higher levels of the cognitive domain (13).

CEQ gives feedback after every question not only to reinforce when they choose right options but also in order that feedback helps the examinee who fails to choose correct options. Feedback in CEQ is designed to operate as a remedy after failure in order to turn it into “productive failure” (15). An example of productive failure in health professions education is a randomized controlled experiment by Steenhof et al. (16). In the experiment, the pharmacy students were divided into two groups. The first group was provided a formula for calculating creatinine clearance. They were instructed on how to calculate by using this formula. The formula was not provided to the second group. They were asked to invent a formula to calculate creatinine clearance but they could not invent despite the fact that they strive for doing so. In the second phase of the experiment, the formula was provided to both of the groups and all of them were assigned to calculate creatinine clearance in some cases. This was the first time that the second group saw the formula. Both of the groups implemented the formula on the cases. In the delayed assessment, the second group outperformed the first group. It is concluded that the difference stems from the second group’s first effort to invent the formula (16).

The feedback that is given between every question in CEQ is designed to match up with the recommendations from literature on how to give effective feedback, such as feedback should a) be given immediate and regularly, b) allow students to evaluate themselves, c) be specific, and d) be given in a way that does not contain any threatening language (17). Apart from those, it is well-known that multiple-choice questions without feedback could lead to misinformation in the
students (18). Also, evidence showed that open-ended feedback is more effective than revealing only true and false options of the questions (19). Text-based feedback in CEQ meets all of these recommendations and reduces the negative effects of multiple-choice questions.

Reflection on action is important to occur in self-regulated learning (20). Feedback should be given in a form that allows the learner to reflect on the learning process (17). By providing all questions, answers, and text-based feedback at the end of the session, CEQ allows examinees to reflect on the process.

A study showed that when every case is unfolded gradually (serial-cue), the students perform 72% worse than when every case is provided in a whole-case format (21). There was a similar result in another study (22). The reason behind the low performance in serial-cue approach is concluded as the high amount of cognitive load created by the difficulty of constructing a meaningful whole (23). Both studies, however, were carried out without feedback. We chose the serial-cue approach since CEQ allows examinees to turn their failure in every question into productive failure (16) by using feedback. Schmidt and Mamede (23) criticize serial-cue approach since it is a burden for educators providing feedback but CEQ gives feedback automatically in an electronic environment. Creating text-based feedback for every question only once is a relatively small burden compared to personalized feedback. Serial-cue approach enables CEQ to have high face validity as well.

Since the medical information can not be processed without the environment where it would be used (24), CEQ requires test designers to indicate the place where the case is being dealt with such as emergency room, primary care clinic, street, etc. It also strengthens the authenticity. Another element that enhances the authenticity of CEQ is the options that could be positive, negative, or zero points. Its structure matches up with the consequences of the decisions made by health professionals.

Despite the strengths of the CEQ, it has limitations as well. The first limitation is that it requires either a computer, tablet, or smartphone with an internet connection which is a problem for the students who live in underdeveloped regions. The other limitation is that even if it does not require hours of discussions, developing CEQ cases, questions, and feedback is still a burden for the faculty. However, when a CEQ is developed once, it could be used over and over.

4. Preliminary Results on the Effect of CEQ

We conducted a randomized controlled experiment with preclinical (third year of six-year-long undergraduate education) medical students between November 20, 2020 and December 8, 2020. The intervention was a CEQ exam of general surgery questions. The intervention group has completed CEQ every day for 18 days. The control group has taken placebo (questions not related to general surgery). All of the participants took the same pre-test and post-test that consists of Key Feature Questions from the general surgery domain. Preliminary results
showed that the post-test scores of the intervention group were significantly better than both their pre-test scores and the control group’s post-test scores (p<0.05).

The entire analysis will be reported in the future but in medical education literature, this is the first time that preclinical students developed their clinical reasoning skills just by taking multiple-choice tests. The method in a broad sense may be called “test-only learning” instead of test-enhanced learning since CEQ does not contain any teaching activity other than testing.

5. Conclusion

- ContExtended Questions is a novel tool to both teach and assess clinical reasoning skills, especially in preclinical years or the beginning of the clinical years. It allows the examinees to develop and reshape their illness scripts by using feedback after every question. Feedback operates to turn their failure into a “productive failure”, and to reinforce right choices that they make in the test.

- The preliminary results of teaching clinical reasoning through CEQ is quite satisfying in preclinical students. In the medical education literature, this would be the first time that preclinical students developed their illness scripts just by taking formative multiple-choice tests. This approach may be named “test-only learning”.

- The full results of the current experiment and then more experiments in different contexts and domains are needed to establish more robust method and software. Furthermore, by changing content of the questions, CEQ could be used to teach and assess clinical year medical students, medical residents, doctors, or the other health professions students. It could open a new door into the use of CEQ in every period of medical education and health professions education.
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